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Order of admission
ORDER OF EXPOSURE
Arriving at the Institute personally submit the application in paper form, which indicate the
direction of training and study form.
When applying the entrant presents personally:
state standard document of previously acquired education (educational qualification) level,
through which the flow and complement it;
certificate (s) of external independent evaluation (for arriving on the basis of secondary
education);
medical certificate form 086-a;
a document that certifies the person and citizenship (passport of citizen of Ukraine Ukrainian
passport for travel abroad), military ID or certificate of residency (in accordance with the
requirements of Article 14 of the Law of Ukraine "On Military Duty and Military Service"),
birth certificate - for individuals who are age do not have a passport or other document that
certifies the identity and citizenship.
At the request of the incoming selection committee shall certify a copy of document state of
previously acquired education (educational qualification) level, on the basis of which the entry,
and addition to, the certificate (certificate) external evaluation and other documents.
The application makes entering:
state approved previously acquired education (educational qualification) level, on the basis of
which the receipt and complement it, to personal choice - originals or copies;
certificate (s) of external independent evaluation (for arriving on the basis of secondary
education), on a personal choice - originals or copies;
a copy of a document that certifies the person and citizenship;
medical certificate form 086-about or a copy of it;
Six color photographs measuring 3 x 4 cm;
two e-mail envelope with stamps;
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a copy of the identification code.
Other documents or copies thereof are supplied coming, if it is caused by special conditions for
enrollment in the relevant areas of training (specialties), established by law, within the time
specified for receipt of documents, but not later than the deadline for the adoption of the
selection committee of the first decision on the recommendations received for enrollment.
Applicants are entitled to submit a certificate of independent external assessment, issued in
2013, or certificates or duplicates for the 2012, 2011, 2010, 2009 or 2008.
All copies of the documents shall be certified according to the selection committee of the
Institute of the originals or in accordance with legislation (notary). Copies of the documents are
not considered without presenting originals.
Those who did not take part in 2013 in the external independent evaluation, submit documents
which certify their right to surrender only entrance examinations:
servicemen of the Armed Forces of Ukraine and other established in accordance with the laws
of Ukraine's military forces and law enforcement agencies and special purpose State Special
Transport Service, which pass military military service;
Ukrainian citizens who are exempt from military service in the year of admission to the
Institute.
Persons who have received a full general secondary education in 2007 and before, submit
documents that prove their right to participate in the competition according to the results of
external independent evaluation or the results of entrance examinations on competitive subjects
to choose from.
Citizens of Ukraine have received in 2013 complete secondary education abroad, submit
documents that prove their right to participate in the competition according to the results of
external independent evaluation, or on the results of entrance examinations on competitive
subjects to choose from.
Applicants can apply for no more than five higher educational institutions of Ukraine and no
more than three lines (specialty) in each of them. The fact that every application in paper form
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(with an indication of the originals or copies of the documents attached to the application) is
registered by the authorized person of the selection committee only in the base directly while
making a statement. The selection committee shall verify the accuracy of data submitted
Admission to participate in the competition, with a single database.
The selection committee will review the documents received and decides on the admission to
participation in the competition for admission to study at the Institute.
Read Fact coming from the admission rules, the existing license and the certificate of
accreditation of the relevant areas of training (specialties), as well as his consent to the
publication of the results of external independent evaluation (entrance exams), the presence of
grounds for admission without competition, to the processing of his personal data only basis,
and the use of their respective subsections of NTU "KPI" is recorded in the statement of the
applicant and confirmed by his own signature when applying for participation in the
competition.
The procedure for putting the candidates to study admission tests.
Candidates for studies in accordance with the state order is required to pass such professional
entrance tests:
professional and psychological selection;
assessment of the level of physical fitness.
Professional-psychological selection includes assessment of aspiration, assessment of the level
of neuro-psychological assessment of sustainability and ability to learn.
The study of individual psychological qualities of the sections mentioned above is carried out
under the program approved in accordance with established procedure.
Individual psychological qualities of the candidate rated as "recommended" or "not
recommended".
The maximum score of individual psychological qualities of 200 points (for the scale of
estimation of 100 to 200 points). Candidates who during testing of individual psychological
qualities found neuro-psychological instability, as well as those that when tested scored less
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than 124 points, is inconclusive professional psychological selection, and not recommended for
study. They are deducted from the number of candidates for admission to the Institute.
The level of physical fitness is determined by the results of the practical implementation
exercise. Checking the level of fitness is required for candidates to study according to the state
order.
the level of physical fitness test program includes: for youths:
100 Metres and 3000 meters;
pulling up on the bar (number of times); for girls:
100 Metres and 1000 meters;
comprehensive strength training (hereinafter - CCU), which runs for 1 minute: the first 30
seconds - the maximum number of tilts forward, not touching your hands feet from a prone
position on his back (his hands behind his head, legs attached); the next 30 seconds - without
waiting for the rest to return to the emphasis lying down and perform the maximum number of
flexion-extension arms (straight body, arms flexion and extension, not touching the floorfeeding).
All the exercises are taken in one day. Dress code - casual.
To complete the exercises given one attempt. Repeated exercises in order to improve
assessment is not allowed.
During the execution of each of the above exercise, the selection committee points accrued in
the order of scoring for the performance of physical exercise for young men (Table. 1) and
girls (Table. 2), which meet the requirements relating to fitness.
If the results of the three exercises candidate scored less than 3 points, or at least one exercise less than 1 point (regardless of the amount of points for the other exercises), the entrant from
among the candidates for admission to the school Derzhspetszv'yazku deducted by the decision
of the selection committee.
The decision of the selection committee for such candidates drawn up a separate protocol.
During the exercises with a score greater than 50 points, there are an additional 1 point: for
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every 0.1 seconds. - In the women's 100 meters; for every 10 seconds. - In the women's 3,000
meters; while pulling up - for every excess of the norm; for every 3 seconds. - In the women's
1,000 meters; when the integrated strength exercises - for every excess of the norm.
Publishing date: monday, 11 january 2016
Link: https://iszzi.kpi.ua/en/info/admission/order-of-admission
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